
De’VIA Challenge:  February 2017 
 
Day 2 INSTITUTION (R) 
Meaning: An institution refuses any access of American Sign Language to a "hearing loss" child. 
They keep ASL out and focuses on speech, psychological, counseling therapy and audiology. 
Institutionized means the system is what made this happened. Example: Auditory/CI industrial 
complex. See artworks with institution motif: Nancy Rourke’s Institutionized 
http://www.nancyrourke.com/institutionalized.htm 
a good book to read: MADE TO HEAR by Laura Mouldin. 
 

 
Kathy Abraham  
" Oralaudismized" ( new name for that dreary institution )  
- ASL BAN and lip/hear focused 
Materials- ink, watercolor painting, and 8x10 sketch pad 
- you can decide what it tells u once you look at it. It is really heartbreaking to see ASL fall to be 
buried. the tree is crying and longing for ASL. The windows tell it all.  
 



 
Arnaud Balard 
" Against Neonatal Deafness Screening " (2011) 
Arnaud Balard et Mathieu Dutreige Bigallet (France) 
Digital art 
The motif insitution reminds me of a cherish theme as a surdist artist !!! I would like to share a 
memory with you. A poster produced in collaboration with a Deaf friend graphist, 6 years ago. 
We were then fighting against a law on early detection of deafness in France, in October 2011. 
Baby-batteries were my artistic theme at that time, and surdist values are to gather. Together we 
are all stronger! So Mathieu create according to my ideas. We were hundreds, and we had put 
these posters, also baby babies in front of the prefecture (a hug institution) to publicly protest 
against the bill. Activism rock !! 
 



 
David Call 
“…reject evidence in your eyes and ears.” 
Strathmore paper, 11’x14’, Prismacolor pencil, David Call 2017 
in near future after the collapse of American democratic society under Lord Cheeto (Not my 
president's official name) , it gave Karl White a sudden rise to dictatorship. The title come from 
Orwellian quote "The Party tells you to reject the evidence in your eyes and ears". He commands 
many legions of audist army made up of audiologists, speech teachers, CI surgeons, oral 
educators. He tell them not to believe the evidence in their eyes and ears that natural sign 
language is the perfect language of the Deaf despite its overwhelming evidences of success in 
language acquisition and vibrant successful Deaf society. He actually claimed that Deaf people 
doesn't know what is best for Deaf babies! Just a page out of Orwell novel, 1984… 
 

 



 
KChristie 
Title: Hands Folded (after a poem by C. Valli) 
Fabric pieces on painted posterboard 
Clayton Valli’s poem “Hands Folded” I always felt was a powerful representation of 
institutionalized behaviors (internalized oppression). So I just did this artwork so you all might 
see Valli’s poem…smile.  To see the poem (performed by Mel Carter), please go to 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgjGxeY6jw8. 
 

 
PDurr 
MyMyMy NameNameName J O E 
Day 2 Institution 
Plaster wall with tan paint forming outline. Of a sketchy face and background 
Joe was the product of rape. Wrongly diagnosed as developmentally disabled. He is Deaf 
but was never given any languagw Institutionalized at the horrific Willowbrook. When it 
shut down he was shuttled around to various programs. For a while he was in Rochester 
with two signing behavioral therapists. He uses to come to the Deaf Catholic Church and 
during the time of Peace - he would approach the Deaf parishioners with his hard signs 
My name JOE and then heartily shake their hands up and down. Joe was developmentally 
disabled due to the institutionalization at willowbrook. I did his face on plaster wall 
asbiffhe is blending into the walls. We don't see what we don't look for. Their are many 
joe s 
 
 



 
Rosemary Parker Edwards 
Media: Digital Art in photoshop 
Title: Free ASL!  
I thought that some of us may feel people are trying to lock up ASL and throw away the key 
because they feel that other method is better than ASL. 
 

 
Amy Choen Efron  
Title: "Dirty Little Secret" 
Dry Pastels, 9x12 
****TRIGGER WARNING**** 
It is indeed a dirty little secret that had happened at institutions in distant past where dormitories 
usually have communal bathrooms. There were no background checks for residential staff, and 
with their dismal pay, sexual predators tend to apply jobs as dorm supervisors to prey on innocent 
deaf children. Right now, with rigorous background checks, intensive training, newer dormitories, 
and our deaf children are much safe than ever. And, caring for deaf children, residential staff 
deserves better pay with benefits. 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
Shawn Elfrink 
Media: Digital Art 
Title: Parents of Deaf Baby observe the 2 longest Oral Deaf Institutions in St. Louis 



A. Saint Joseph Institute for the Deaf was established in 1837 with French hearing nuns who 
brought the little red book of French Sign Language then forbid sign language and started oral 
education in 1934.  SJI closed the school in Chesterfield but SJI do open online internet for 
homeschool Deaf babies and Deaf children.  
St Joseph Institute for the Deaf has Language Deprivation for 83 years.  
B. Central Institute for the Deaf (CID) was established oral education in 1914 (10 years after the 
1904's Worlds Fair) by AG Bell's friend Dr. Max Goldstein. CID has Language Deprivation for 
103 years.   Parents choice or Deaf baby choice is too early with language deprivation 
How many years of Language Deprivation here on this earth? 
 
 
 

 
Eric Epstein 
Poem: On the Way Back 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SuzpA03iOP0 
#ASL28Challenge 
Image description: Eric Epstein, a white young man with short hair, wearing a green T-shirt. He 
is standing between bookshelves and in front of a white wall. He is signing "SIGN." 
Gloss: CROWD TALK LOOK-DOWN INSTITUTE ISOLATED OFF-CAMPUS/TAKE-
AWAY-INSTITUTE LOSE-IDENTITY STAGGER SIGN DROP WANT BACK SHRINKING-
SQUARE JUMP CRAWL SHRINK PHONOCENTRISM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Bonnie L. Harris 
"Institutes of Audiology" (above is frozen clip from video of the work) 
Motif: Institution - Resistance  
16 1/2" by 20" white cardboard  
Scrapbook papers, shredded and cut out  
Color stamps, clay, embossing powders, and Sharpies 
Verizon has full services map. See hand shape showing how it takes over, exclaims or seizes and 
other hand shape is pinpointing on the city. Art here of full service institutions map. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
Day 2 - institution (R) 
"NO signs allowed" 
Mixed media, 8 x 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Vicki Nordquist 
"Schools for Deaf/Mainstreamed" 
INSTITUTION motif 
Video 
 

 
Nancy Rourke 
"AGBELLized" 
INSTITUTION motif (R) 
Nancy Rourke 
Topic: ASL in Deaf History 
16 inch by 20 inch 
Oil on Canvas 
Description: 
Many moons ago, a Deaf little girl had her first hearing test inside a soundproof room that almost 



felt like she is in a solitary confinement or a mental ward. After many trips to a hearing test room, 
she became AGBELLIZED, a trauma that could not be removed. Everything inside there, has 
triangle bells. An audiologist behind inside window shows no triangles. Why triangle? 
http://gizmodo.com/…/alexander-graham-bell-does-love-him-s…/ 
#ASL28Challenge 
 

 
Ian Sanborn 
"Survival" 
Topic: ASL in Deaf History 
11" x 15" watercolor paper 
Description: Institution and Reality at its best when finals seem undone . We fight so hard and we 
stay raw with the fact of learning from experiences that keep us in the infinite cycle. 
The caterpillar is saying, signing, or gesturing, "To earn wings, don't kill." I intentionally to say 
the work of omitting doubt from the clash is successful by what we have been doing to get this 
far, past the whacks forbidding sign language with no doubt. In other words, the caterpillar is 
asking "wings or cage?"  
Being the very artist to this piece, I only wish for more to say institution is disease, and reality 
with promising hope comes from knowing how to make liberation real. Above all, believing in 
existence leads to reality yields endless births for the sake of arts and lives to find endless 
opportunities. Thusly, Deaf culture exists. ASL exists. Battalions prepared for the succession at 
annihilating what seems absurd cant stop from being inspired. 
 
 



 
Untitled 
Tina-Margaret Steele 
 



 
Heidi ren storme 
Digital sketch  
Institution, this character, a depiction of me, has been in drawings of mine since i was a kid. 
Shown in a simple room with the face in movement, obscuring the facial expressions. The vital 
facial information... madness and segregated . 



 
Diane A. Squries 
Motif: Institution/Resistance 
Title: The Only Deaf Student in Pembroke 
Medium: ArtRage,Dreamscope and others 
 



 
 
Jenny Grinder Witteborg 
Untitled 
video 
 

 
Yusuf Yahya 
Topic: "Cry For Help" 
Category: Resistance  Motif: Institution 
 



I took a picture from timer when I rock my head back and forth while I sign "Help", add with 
shatter glass in B&W picture.  
Also, I wrote a short poem about Deaf children abandoned by hearing parents. They had to bring 
the Deaf children to the institution for speech. 
They refuse to give them some food or drink but unless if Deaf kids must have to learn how to 
talk or use CI.  
Here's the short poem: 
I is for Isolate  
N is for Neurotic 
S is for Sadness or Suffer  
T is for Talking trash about them to the Deaf kids 
I is for Ignorance 
T is for Tangled (Sign Language ban) 
U is for Upset 
T is for Threat 
I is for Illness 
O is for Oppression 
N is for Numb 
What's it like to be Deaf? 
 


